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Wales, the tiny country that along with Scotland, Northern Ireland, and England
makes up the United Kingdom, has always been a land of great contrasts and conflicts.
From the rocky northern crags of Snowdonia to the sunny (for Britain) beaches of South
Wales, the land itself seems to foster divisions, cultural and political as well as physical.
The Welsh are likewise a mixed population, containing major populations of English
immigrants and other "foreigners" drawn to the country for job opportunities, political
refuge, as well as retirees enthralled with the landscape and change of pace from the rapid
urbanization of much of the rest of the UK. All this in addition to the Britons who first
settled the British Isles, and who have gradually been pushed into its farthest comers Wales, northern Scotland, western Ireland- by wave after wave of successive invaders
over millennia, each group intent upon claiming superiority and making the entire island
bow to its customs, rule, and language
Despite such repetitive and unrelenting conflict, the Britons, who eventually
became the Welsh, clung to their own ways, and especially to their mother tongue.
Welsh fighters ' unconventional techniques, similar to today' s guerrilla warfare, even
halted the mighty Roman Empire, forcing their expansion back into southern Britain to
stop just past what is today the Wales-England border. The medieval Welsh had a
thriving language, with a strong body of literature and, above all, an appreciation for
poetry. The greatest poets were called bards, and were often considered repositories of
all types of Welsh cultural knowledge. Some speculate that Merlin, the Arthurian legend,
may have been an actual Welsh bard ofthis era. To this day, the performing arts building
at the University of Wales, Swansea, is called by his Welsh name, Taliesin. One of the
most important gatherings in any early Welsh community was the eisteffodd, a festival
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centered around a poetry competition. According to Geraint Jenkins (The Welsh

Language Before the Industrial Revolution, 2) these early years, even now, are
sometimes considered the "golden age" of the Welsh language, a time when poets
preserved ancient traditions orally, inspiring national pride in their language and culture.
The beginning of what may well be the end of Welsh came when English rulers
began to gain more power in their own lands, after the Norman invasion of 1066 but well
before the Renaissance began. Gwyneth Roberts speculates in The Language of the Blue

Books (9) that English kings, seeing that their own kingdom was relatively secure, began
to press north and west, seeking to control the whole of their island. Scotland's Celts and
the Welsh resisted, but in the end the perseverance that was to eventually forge the
British Empire won out. Wales, Scotland, and even Ireland all came under British rule,
but not without a fight.
Almost immediately, the English set out to lessen rebellion in each country they
"conquered." In Wales, one of the main ways of doing this was through language.
English became the only legal language for government, in schools, and even for many
businesses. Welsh was relegated more and more to home life and religion, and as early
as the invention of the printing press, it was urged that this new invention should be used
to stop the Welsh language from being lost entirely. The language of a people has always
been a huge part of its culture, and the Welsh, realizing this, have spent the past 500 years
experiencing the highs and lows of their language's status as politics and public opinion
waver between Wales' total assimilation into the United Kingdom and English only, and
the preservation of Wales' unique culture through protection of its customs and language.
The roots of Welsh lie in the lndo-European family of languages, along with
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English, Russian, Spanish, and Hindu, among others (Janet Davies, The Welsh

Language,3). Welsh grew from the Celtic branch, as did Breton, Cornish, Irish, Scots
Gaelic, and Manx - all languages now either dead or dying for different reasons, even
though the Celts were probably the first Indo-Europeans to spread across Europe. The
Celtic branch itself can be divided into Goidelic (Scots, Manx, and Irish) or Q-Celtic, in
which the sound kw-q-c, and Brittonic (Cumbrian, Welsh, Cornish, Breton) P-Celtic with
kw-p in pronunciation evolution (Davies 4 ).
The Roman invasion of Britain from roughly AD 43-70 brought Brittonic under
the influence of Latin, and many Latin borrowings in modem Welsh date to this period,
mostly words used to describe items the invaders introduced to the island. Even in the
west, where the ancestors of modem Welsh fought against the empire' s encroachment,
the Christian Church made some headway and brought its language as well. By the time
of the fall of the Roman empire in AD 410, settlers from Ireland were colonizing parts of
western Britain - Wales - and further affecting the language. This influence is still
apparent in many place-names, such as Gwynnedd, Dyfed, Llyn, Dinallaen, and Mallaen
in Wales. The Irish even left behind some thirty memorial stones inscribed with Ogham
before their strong influence in Wales began to wane about AD 650. However, some
words of Irish survive in spoken Welsh today: Davies lists cadach (rag), cnwe (hill),
talcen (forehead), codwm (fall) and cerbyd (vehicle), to name a few (9). This was
followed by a brief period ofBrittonic immigration to Wales (settlers from Scotland and
refugees fleeing Anglo-Saxon invasions in England) that left the language largely
unchanged, although Brittonic was beginning to split into the distinctions of Welsh,
Cumbrian, Cornish, and Breton at this time.
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The growth of the Anglo-Saxon kingdoms, spreading from eastern Britian,
effectively split the three branches of Brittonic from each other. All three were called
Wealas (Welsh), meaning foreigner, by their Anglo-Saxon neighbors. Other applications
of this generalized term are the Walloons of Belgium, the Welsch ofltaly, and the Vlachs
of Romania (Davies 7). The Brittonic speakers referred to themselves as Cymry and their
language as Cymraeg, adopted from the Brittonic Combrogi (fellow countryman), this
choice shows s deepening sense of identity brought on by the forced division of the
Anglo-Saxon invaders.
The Cumbric-speaking kingdom of Strathclyde, in north-west England, collapsed
in 1018, taking its language with it. The kingdom of Cornwall fell c. AD 877 but the
language officially survived until 1777, when Dolly Pentreath, the last native speaker of
Comish, died. Cornish patriot groups now actively promote an ongoing language revival
amid fears that it is too late. In fact, Welsh is the only unbroken Brittonic language
lasting to the 21st century, and at somewhere between 2500-4000 years on the island in its
present form, it is the oldest language still spoken there, note Williams and Morris in

Language Planning and Language Use (67). English, which has only been present in a
recognizable form for 800 years or so, can seem merely an aggressive upstart in
comparison.
One reason for the longevity of Welsh is a trait it shared in common with English
- adaptability. In addition to borrowing words from languages with which it has had
contact, such as Irish and Latin, Welsh actually changed its entire grammatical structure
as it became distinct from early Brittonic. Brittonic, like Latin, was synthetic, meaning
that word relations were conveyed through different word endings (Davies 5). In an
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analytic language, such as modem Welsh and English, this is conveyed with prepositions
and by the placement of the word in a sentence. Although no written records exist to tell
exactly when this probably gradual change occurred, this distinction is what marks the
switch from a Brittonic dialect to the beginnings of a separate Welsh language.
Early Welsh lasted until about AD 850, and survives today only in a few
inscriptions and marginal notes (usually on a more "important" Latin document).
Interestingly, it is from this period that the legendary figure of Taliesin is said to
originate, although there is no mention of King Arthur for several hundred years more.
This Taliesin was, along with Aneirin, the first of the Cynfeirdd-founders of the Welsh
poetic tradition, even though they were probably in fact Cumbrian. Still, they represent
the strong legacy of poetry present throughout Wales and provide a point of cultural pride
even for modem-day Welsh.
Of Old Welsh, which lasted c. AD 850-1100, there is likewise little surviving
evidence. During this time, the English were encroaching even further on the eastern
kingdoms of Wales, causing the retreat ofBrittonic peoples from the area. Although
Welsh poets and patriots had dreams of reclaiming their lands and throwing out the
enroachers, their rulers were guided by reality. Hywel Oda, the leading Welsh prince c.
AD 1230, worked with the English to resist a greater threat, invasion by the Norse. Even
this cooperation couldn't keep the Norse completely off the island. Welsh gained at least
one word - iarll (fromjarll-earl) and place-names such as Anglesey, Fishguard, and
Swansea, before the threat was gone (Jenkins 426).
This same Hywel Oda is also credited with writing the Law of Wales - in Welsh,
although later copies made up to AD 1500 were made in Latin (Davies 14). The Law of
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Hywel was central to medieval Welsh identity and unity, and the need to defend this
identity was cited as a reason for resisting external aggression, especially at a time when
Wales was facing threats from the Norse as well as the everpresent English. As well as
providing the law, these lawbooks can be considered examples of Welsh literature
showcasing the formal medieval form and style.
Also surviving from this era is the collection of stories known as Mabinogi.
Rhisiant Hincks in The Literary Language as a Scapegoat in Wales and in Brittany
reports that they were probably written sometime between AD 1050-1170, these stories
of heroes and princes descended from the old Celtic gods reflect the Welsh oral tradition
and represent a literary cohesiveness throughout Welsh (82). The same written language
was used throughout the country, even though spoken dialects differed.
The Norman invasion of 1066 also had far-reaching impact on Wales and the
Welsh language. By AD 1100, much of the Welsh border and southern coast was
Norman-controlled, part of Marchia Wallie, while Pura Wallia remained unconquered
but under intense pressure. In the marches, Norman French was spoken by the rulers and
of necessity, those native rulers left in power conformed. French words and place-names
were assimilated into the Welsh, and to this day Norman-inspired personal names such as
Richard, William, and Robert are popular among the Welsh (Davies 16).
Along with the Norman rulers came their Flemish and English soldiers and
followers who colonized southern and eastern Wales extensively, even to effectively
wiping out the Welsh language in some areas for the time their occupation lasted. Some
cities and towns in these areas have been English-speaking for over 800 years. In spite of
these di visions and encroachments, the core of Welsh-speakers remained strong in rural
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areas and to the north. A variety of dialects developed, and the vast majority of the
population still spoke only Welsh.
In the 1400s, English became the language of government, replacing French in
England and Welsh or Latin in Wales. This trend was made official by King Henry VIII
with the Act of Union in 1536. This officially incorporated Wales into England, reports
R. Brinley Jones in The Old British Tongue, but had many other long-term effects (29).
These included making the Welsh subjects to the crown and establishing English as the
language of the court. This also barred the use of Welsh, or any other native Brittonic
language, from all public offices. Of necessity, Wales' ruling and clerical classes became
proficient in English, and while this originally produced a class of bilinguals, Welsh was
gradually abandoned first by the powerful eastern Welsh rulers, and later by the more
rural west Welsh. This process continued for over 250 years, as language became a main
way of reinforcing class differences. Welsh culture and language lost its aristocratic
connotations, which led to the end of the tradition of Welsh poets dependent on noble
patrons. In addition, the lack of unifying elements such as the poets and the literature
they generated gave rise to even more regional dialects and divisions of the Welsh in
different parts of the country. One more instance of the abandonment of traditional
Welsh customs for English ways was the adoption of last names instead of the
patronymic system of ap followed by the father's first name. Since most Welsh families
chose to make this change at a time when there were only a few popular first names in
use, however, many non-related families ended up with the same surname. Even today, a
Welsh phone directory will overflow with Williams, Davies, Roberts, etc, stemming back
to this trend which peaked c. AD 1650.
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In reaction to these losses, the Welsh realized that they had to act or risk losing
their language and culture entirely. The religious reformation of the 1540s helped to
counteract upper-class abandonment of the language by elevating Welsh in church
worship. The spread of the printing press helped as well, when in 1547 the first book
printed in Welsh contained the Lord' s Prayer, the Apostles' Creed, and the Ten
Commandments. Political pressure led to a 1563 Act of Parliament making the Bible and
Anglican Prayer Book available in Welsh, and provided for Anglican church services to
be held in Welsh where applicable. However, popular English reasoning behind this
action, according to Jones, was that "by conferring both Tongues together the sooner
attain to the knowledge of the English Tongue,"(38) showing that this was really a mixed
victory for the Welsh language.
Despite these efforts, by the 17th century Welsh had lost its claim as a language of
high culture. For the next two centuries, it was to remain "in a state of animated
animation," as a 1927 report Welsh in Education and Life described it. Periodic and
regional language revivals failed largely due to lack of funding or lack of interest. New
poets strove to emulate the ancient greats, producing works to be read by the masses
rather than the elite few. Folk literature began to be published in Welsh, and from 1700
on the eisteddfod experienced a revival as well. The poetic and musical contests central
to Welsh culture were now challenged with language preservation as well.
Religion became one of the main bases for promoting the use of Welsh. The
Welsh Trust & Society for Promoting Christian Knowledge provided books and schools
through the medium of Welsh. Some of their publications also speculated in myths of
origin, saying the Welsh race [sic] descended from Gomer, a grandson of Noah, and that
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Welsh was one of the languages of ancient Babel. Other speculations were that the
Welsh were descendants of the Trojans, or heirs to the Druids. Despite their dubious
authenticity, these myths accomplished their goal - to contribute to a sense of national
pride and unity. This, combined with the growing literacy such readings augmented,
would be manifested in pride of language. Church-based circulating schools also helped
the cause of Welsh literacy. Records from 1731-1761 show a total of250,000 pupils out
of a total Welsh population of 480,000, demonstrating a thirst for knowledge among
adults as well as the young. This swing towards education is billed by Janet Davies as
"undoubtedly the most crucial happening in the history of the Welsh language"(93).
The church influence continued when the Methodists, in 1811, officially split
from the Church of England. Following this Methodist revival, the Calvinist Methodists
were the majority in Wales. For the language, this was a bonus, as Methodist preachers
were more likely than Anglican ones to speak Welsh. Traveling itinerant preachers led to
the emergence of a standard spoken Welsh, reuniting the regional dialects that had been
developing. Methodist Sunday Schools taught both children and adults to read Welsh.
This use of Welsh in the church was important as public use of the language, not just at
home or among friends. In comparison, the Anglican church came to be viewed as not
supporting the Welsh language, and there were many instances of Anglican priests
unwilling or unable to preach in the native tongue of their parishioners. Indeed, it
sometimes seemed that English-only clergy were promoted at a rate far exceeding their
bilingual counterparts, whose flocks could actually understand the sermon.
At the same time, the Industrial Revolution proved a mixed blessing for the Welsh
language. On the positive side, employment opportunities in towns and workers from
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rural Wales. This led to new opportunities for the spread of Welsh, including more
cultural societies, eisteddfodan, and the publishing of books and periodicals in Welsh.
The first weekly Welsh newspaper, Seren Gomer, was founded in 1814 in Swansea, a
traditionally English-majority area (Jenkins and Williams, Let's Do Our Best for the

Ancient Tongue, 43). Scholars and language enthusiasts were also at work, coining new
Welsh words such as geiriadur (dictionary) and pwyllgor (committee) that had not been a
part of traditional Welsh life. A small percentage of non-Welsh immigrants were
assimilated into the language, but the majority kept their own language, creating bilingual
communities in which the Welsh language eventually declined. Even the eisteddfod,
bastion of Welshness, began incorporating English to promote participation. Public and
private schools began to teach English only, rationalizing that children could learn Welsh
at home and church, effectively reserving English for secular uses and relegating Welsh
to the sacred but easily neglected sectors. David Crystal in Language Death tells of
Welsh children caught using their language had to wear the "Welsh-not," a wooden sign
proclaiming their shame to fellow classmates (85).
A major blow was dealt by the Blue Books controversy of 1846. This
parliamentary investigation of education in Wales, nicknamed for the color of the
bindings used for the final report, presented knowledge of the Welsh language as a
drawback not only to education, but morals and chastity as well. The scorn that this
engendered caused the Welsh, especially the young, to want to be more like the English
and have even less to do with their own culture and language. This combined with
Darwinian attitudes of the 19th century concerning "survival of the fittest" which
suggested that Welsh would die out naturally when competing with such a strong
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language as English, especially at the height of the British Empire' s spread. The rise of
railroads, while they helped the Welsh to travel and spread Welsh-language publications,
also let even more English influence travel easily into the country. In response, and in
hopes of a better life, many Welsh emigrated. Large groups migrated to North America,
especially to Pennsylvania and Wisconsin, but their children were largely assimilated into
American culture and their heritage today is remembered only in place-names and local
history. Other colonists went to Patagonia, where they formed a self-governing
community whose descendants still speak Welsh today. Welsh communities also thrived
in several English cities, especially Merseyside (Liverpool), establishing an urban elite
that clung to the Welsh language as part of their culture (Jenkins & Williams 79).
Further complicating matters was the Education Act of 1870, which called for
compulsory education through the medium of English only. Roberts notices that this was
a change from practices under the "Revised Code," in which teachers were paid only in
they could prove they taught both English and mathematics, although other subjects
could be taught in Welsh if it was easier for pupils (76). This switch proved a heavy
blow to the language, reinforcing class differences and linking English to academic (and
other) successes, Welsh to failures. This was partly mitigated by the efforts of the Welsh
Language Society, which advocated bilingualism in the classroom rather than either allEnglish or all-Welsh teaching. They managed to persuade the government to encourage
the teaching of Welsh geography and history using the Welsh language, and to allow the
use of bilingual books. Even so, law, administration, and commerce became more and
more English-dominated. The first reliable census to collect such data showed that by
1891, the total number of Welsh-speakers was still rising, but the percentage of the
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population of Wales speaking Welsh was falling drastically due to factors such as
immigration occurring too fast for newcomers to be assimilated into the Welsh-speaking
community (Davies 54). Generational data also showed that bilingual parents were likely
to have monolingual English-speaking children. This was decried by many, because,
"Rather than teach their children to speak proper Welsh, they teach them to speak bad
English,"(Jenkins & Williams 97). Once again, an official step to combat this language
loss was taken with the founding of the University of Wales in 1895. Originally intended
as a specifically Welsh institution, the University now has three main campuses Aberystwyth, Cardiff, and Swansea. The original intentions of a Welsh-language focus
eventually fell by the wayside, and today Welsh is only one of the many departments at
each location, subject to budget cuts and declining enrollment more often than not.
Part of the reason for the continued 20th century decline of Welsh, despite such
awareness and good intentions, was World War I. In A History a/Wales, D. Gareth
Evans points out that over 20,000 Welsh-speakers, essentially an entire generation of
young men, were killed (87). During the war years and for some time afterward there
were more deaths than births in most of the predominantly Welsh-speaking countries.
After the War, the Great Depression caused many of the Welsh to move from rural areas
to England in search of work. Poverty led to a lack of organized cultural activities, such
as the eisteddfod, which formerly had promoted the language. Also, during the war the
London daily papers had been widely read in Wales for the latest war news, and many
Welsh kept the habit of reading them rather than Welsh publications once the war was
ov~r. Popular culture brought movies from America, and even radio broadcasts from the
local BBC offices in Swansea and Car.diff contained very little Welsh.
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Again, the Welsh reacted to save their language. Both the Urdd Gobaith Cymru
(Welsh League of Youth) and the Plaid Genedloethol Cymru (National Party of Wales)
were founded in the 1930s to promote language and culture (Davies 63). The 1927
Parliamentary report " Welsh in Education and Life" presented a very different tone from
the "Blue Books" of the previous century, recommending Welsh-medium schools for
Welsh-speakers. BBC Wales radio got its own station in 1937, separating from the
channel covering western England. Welsh-language programs broadcast from Cardiff
were written by Welsh-speakers, as recommended by the 1927 report (Evans 69). The
Welsh Courts Act of 1942 also provided legal status for the language, allowing testimony
and witnesses to use Welsh, with the court responsible for providing interpreters (Jenkins
& Williams 77). And finally, World War II proved to be much less detrimental to the
language than many had feared. Although many English refugees spent the war years in
Wales, most went home soon after V-E day, and those who remained were mostly
assimilated into the families they joined.
Nevertheless, the fact remains that all these measures did too little and perhaps
came too late. After the 1950s, Welsh monoglot communities officially no longer
existed. Rural depopulation, immigration, and the influence of the media finally brought
English into even the most secluded of Welsh villages, changing them forever and further
harming the Welsh language' s chance for success in the future. Today, Welsh is spoken
as a native or second language by less than 18% of the population of Wales. Although a
few years of instruction are common, the teaching of Welsh is not compulsory for
children in public schools, and those educated privately very rarely receive any formal
exposure at all. And perhaps most telling of all, Welsh has stopped inventing new words.

-·
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This is one of the worst signs oflanguage decay, because it means the language has lost
its ability to adapt to the changing world. A casual listener of today' s spoken or
broadcast Welsh will hear many English words interspersed through out the Welsh, most
of them used to describe recent technological inventions or social trends. This extensive
borrowing alone makes it clear that if the Welsh language is to survive, it must be truly
independent from its often overpowering big brother, English. Otherwise this once-great
language may well be fated to join the rest of the Celtic languages in the annals of
history.
Despite these somewhat sobering statistics, however, the Welsh retain hopes for
the perpetuation of their ancient language. The University of Wales Presses, based
mostly out of Cardiff, run a brisk business printing books for Welsh learners, native
speakers wanting reading material in their own language, and even non-Welsh-speakers
hoping to learn more about the language and its history. National pride - an emotion that
was suppressed for far too long under the domination of the English and their language is also making a comeback in the form of revived interest in the Welsh language. These
days, it is a common occurrence even in Swansea (a traditionally English-speaking town)
for storefronts to proclaim "Croeso i (Welcome to) Footlocker," etc. The country' s
native bus and taxi drivers also take pride in their language, offering random tidbits such
as the correct pronunciation of "yalddaw " (thanks), or that pimp is Welsh for five. Most
Welsh adolescents these days, even those with English parents, possess such basic
language skills as how to count to ten in Welsh, and how to sing things like "Happy
Birthday" in the language. While such minor accomplishments may not make or break
the fate of a language, they can certainly serve as a marker of the connotations associated
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with it - acceptance by the younger generation will make it "cool" to be Welsh again,
after so many years of the opposite being true.
In the end, it seems as if the survival of the Welsh language will depend on how
badly the Welsh people want it. Now that laws are in place granting Welsh equal status
with English, and the Welsh National Assembly is operational and capable of distributing
funds to promote the language even more as it sees fit, it is up to the voters and people of
Wales to make the language an integral part of everyday life in Wales. Although
statistics may seem to be against the odds of its longevity, as long as Welsh-speakers
believe, as Janet Davies does, that "knowledge of Welsh is life-enhancing" (127), they
will do their utmost to help the language survive and even flourish.
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Time line of the Welsh Language
AD 70-410
c. 400-600

Latin influence
Irish influence

400-700

"real Welsh" distinct from Brittonic

c. 580

Taliesin= Merlin?

850-1100

Old Welsh

+ 1050-1170

Mabinogi (literary coherence through Wales)

1066 on

Norman French influence

1100

Middle Welsh

+ 1230-1500

Law of Hywell (lawbooks defend language)

-1400s

English unofficial language of government

-1536

Act of Union by Henry VIII

+ 1547

1st printed book in Welsh (religious)

+ 1563
-1600s on

Act of Parliament makes Bible & Prayer Book
available in Welsh
public schools English-only

-1650-1850

Welsh begin to use last names

+ 1700s

revival of eisteddfod

+ 1731-1761

Welsh circulating schools
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-1770s on

move to urban centers

+1814

1st weekly Welsh newspaper Seren Gomer

-1846

Blue Books controversy

-1870

Education Act - English compulsory

-1891

1st reliable census to measure language data

+-1895

University of Wales formed

-WWI

killed 20,000 Welsh-speakers

+1927

Welsh in Education and Life report to Parliament

+1930s
+1942

Urdd Gobaith Cymru and Plaid Genedloethol
Cymru formed
Welsh Courts Act allows use of Welsh testimony

+1940s

S4C TV channel

-1950s on

Welsh monoglot communities nonexistent

+1967

Welsh Language Act gives legal status to Welsh

+1993

Welsh Language Act expanded

+1997

Welsh National Assembley voted into existence

+1999

1st elections for Welsh National A.ssembley
(Cynulliad Cenedlaethol Cymru)
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dubh

dubh

cadair (chair)

kador

cathaoir

cathair

gwin (wine)

gwin -

lion

lion

WORDS OF LATIN ORIGIN IN WELSH

WELSH

LATIN

pont (bridge)

pons

eglwys (church)

ccclcsia

IIeng (legion)

legio

ystafell (roo m )

sta bd lum

trawst Uoist)

transtrum

brcsych (cabbage)

brassica

WELSH BORROWINGS
from English before 1100

from Norman-French

capan (cap)

cwarel (windowpane)

sida n (silk)

palffrai (palfrey)

berfa (w heelbarrow)

ffiol (viol)

bwrdd (table)

barwn (baron)

ll idiart (gate)

gwarant (warrant)

COINAGES OF THE LATE EIGHTEENTH
AND EARLY NINETEENTH CENTURIES
diddorol (interesting )

darganfyddiad (discovery)

·gciriadur (dictionary )

cyfrifo ldeb (responsib il it y)

cyngerdd (concert)

pwyllgor (co mmittee)
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Map showing British and Saxon kingdoms during the peri od

AD

500-700.
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Map show ing Pura Wullia and Ma rc:hiu Wu /lie . The sha ded_area shows the
extent o f P11ru W"ulliu in the year 1200 . The bo rder o n th e n ght shows the
extent of Wales today.
ALSO BE IT e nac ted by aucto riti e afo resaid that all Ju stices
Co mmi ss ione rs S hireves Coroners Eschetours Stewardes and
thei r lieu tenau nt es and all o ther o ffi ce rs and m inisters of the
!awe shall proc lay me and kepe the sessio ns courtes hundredes
letes Sh ireves and all o ther co urtes in the En glisshe Ton ge and
al l o thers of office rs iuries enq ues tes and all oth er affid avith es
verdictes and Wagers of !awe to be geve n and do ne in the
Engliss he to nge. An d also th at frome hensfo rth no perso nne o r
perso nm:s that use the Welsshe spec he o r langage shall have or
enjoy any mane r office o r fees w ithin th e Realme of Englo nde
Walt:s or other the Kinges domi ni o ns upon peyn o f for fa it ing
the same o ffi ces o r fees o nles he o r th ey use and exe rcise the '
spec h..: or lan gage of En gliss he .

The ·Lan guage Claus~· o f the Act of Un io n. 1536.
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Road, Street etc.
& Number of
House

Name and
Surname
of Person

Relation
to Head
of Family

Age last
Birthday

Profession
or
Occupation

Where
Born

Language
Spoken

39 Cwmnantgam

William Bowen

Head

41

Blacksmith

Llanelly

Both

Elizabeth Bowen

Wife

40

Llanelly

Both

Elizabeth Bowen

Daughter

16

Llanelly

Engli~h

Keturah Bowen

Daughter

14

Llanelly

English

John Bowen

Son

12

Llanelly

English

Anne Bowen

Daughter

9

Llanclly

English

Charlot Bowen

DaughteL

6

Llanclly

English

Harriet Bowen

Daughter

3

Llanclly

English

John Parry

Father-in-law

Llanclly

Wel sh

66

Ex.tract from the 1891 Census for the parish of Llanelly. Brcconshirc.
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NON-STATE LANGUAGES IN EUROPE
Non-state language
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I.
2.

3.

4.

5.
6.

7.
8.
9.

10.
I I.
12.
13.
14.
15 .
16.
l 7.
18.
19 .

20.

Estimated
Total No.
of speakers

Percentage of
population in
main territory

7,500,000

80% of
Catalonia
80% of Galicia
10%of
Occitania
n/a

Catalan (Spain,
France and Italy)
Galician (Spain)
Occitan (France, Italy
and Spain)
Romany (most
European countries)
Rhaeto-Romansch
Friulan (Italy)
Romansch
(Switzerland)
Ladin (:Italy)

2,200,000
1,500,000

1,000,000
(810,000)
740,000
55,000
15,000

800,000
Sard
800,000
Basque (Spain and
France)
Welsh (United Kingdom) 550,000
Breton (France)
510,000
411,000
Frisian
West Frisian
400,000
(Netherlands)
10,000
North Frisian
(Germany)
East Frisian
1,000
(Germany)
Irish (Irish Republic
1,000,000
and United Kingdom)
Corsican (France)
117.000
80,000
Scots Gaelic (United
Kingdom)
Sorb (Germany)
50,000
Farnese (Denmark)
48,000
Sami (Norway, Sweden
and Finland)

20,000

60% of FriuliVenezia Giulia
32% of
Graubunden
2% ofTrentino
Alto Adige
55% of Sardinia
23% of Euskadi
18% of Wales
14% of Brittany
67% of Friesland
n/a
n/a
32% of the
Republic of Ireland
45 % of Corsica
1.3% of Scotland

n/a
I00% of Faroe
Islands
n/a
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